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Abstract. Starting from an existing point kernel intergrated over the bounding surface of a volume source [1],

the present contribution proposes a new point kernel sampling scheme. This sampling scheme is shown to be

more efficient than the standard one because the integration proceeds from line segment sources instead of point

sources. A new kind of Monte Carlo transport process is proposed. It is called flux transport from a line source

and is expected to be more efficient than the standard source transport.

1 Context

For some nuclear engineering purposes, the calculation

speed can a parameter of importance. As examples of such

applications, one can cite radiation protection, with vir-

tual reality simulators where quick and yet accurate dose

rate calculations are needed, or nuclear measurement soft-

wares, that often rely on the calculation of transfer func-

tions in order to process a given spectrum. For basically all

softwares that need basically real-time results, the calcu-

lation time is crucial. As a consequence, researches aim-

ing at finding new methodologies for point kernel calcula-

tion or Monte-Carlo transport are still topical to face the

near-future of real-time embedded systems. In this paper,

we present a new sampling scheme for the point kernel

formula, discuss its advantages over the clasical one, and

propose a new Monte-Carlo transport process.

2 New sampling procedure for the point
kernel formula

The classical point kernel formula giving the collisionless

scalar flux at a point detector of an isotropic, monoener-

getic and volumetric source of spatial pdf p(r) and total

emission rate A is the well known formula:

Φ(r) = A
�

p(r′) e−
∫
γ
μ(s)ds

4π‖r − r′‖2
dr′, (1)

where γ is the straight line path between the detector point

r and the source point r′ (hereafter referred to as the

“straight line path”, with r′ = r − sΩ and Ω = r−r′
‖r−r′‖ , and

where μ(s) is the total macroscopic photon cross-section

at coordinate s of the straight line path γ. For a spatially

homogeneous source distribution within the volume VS ,

p(r) = 1
VS

is constant. Taking r as the origin of coordi-

nates, and expressing Eq. (1) in spherical coordinates leads
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to:

Φ(r) =
A

VS

�

VS

e−
∫
γ
μ(s′)ds′

4πs2
s2 dsdΩ. (2)

For such a simple source distribution, it is interesting to

see from Eq. (2) that, for a given solid angle, the integra-

tion over s is analytical. As a consequence, the partial

contribution to the scalar flux of all possible source points

of direction Ω towards the detection point r reads1:

ϕ (r,Ω) =
A

VS

∫
Γ

e−
∫
γ
μ(s′)ds′

4πs2
s2 ds,

=
A

4πVS
e−

∑
i∈[0;sin] μidi × 1 − e−μs(sout−sin)

μs
, (3)

where Γ is the source segment that generates with respect

to the detection point r all possible straight line paths γ
of direction Ω. In the above equation Eq. (3), sin and sout

stands for the abscissa of the entrance and exit points of

the source volume along the line generated byΩ, μi stands

for the total macroscopic photon cross-section of material

i that is crossed along that line, and di the track length in

material i (the sum over the indices i run over all materials

that are crossed from the detector point up to the entrance

of the source entrance, and index s is specific to the source

volume). The latter Eq. (3) was used as an intermediate

step to derive Eq. (5) of reference [1].

In a Monte-Carlo evaluation of the integral Eq. (2), this

makes it possible to reduce the dimensionality of the prob-

lem. One can compute the associated marginal probability

density p̃(Ω), integration of p(r) = 1
VS

on the line of all

possible sources points for a given solid angle Ω, which

1Here, we implicitely assume that the homogeneous source is dis-

tributed within a convex volume. A possible way to circumvent this as-

sumption will be adressed further.
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reads 2:

p̃ (Ω) =

∫
Γ

1

VS
s2 ds,

=
s3

out − s3
in

3 VS
. (4)

The solution of Eq.(2) can be recast under the following

lines:

Φ(r) =

� [
ϕ (r,Ω)

p̃ (Ω)

]
p̃ (Ω) dΩ. (5)

Sampling Ω from the marginal pdf Eq. (4), which is ex-

actly the probability density function obtained by uni-

formly sampling the source volume and considering only

Ω as a relevant variable, we are left with the following

Monte-Carlo formula:

Φ(r) = lim
N→∞

⎡⎢⎢⎢⎢⎢⎣ 1

N

N∑
i=1

ϕ (r,Ωi)

p̃ (Ωi)

⎤⎥⎥⎥⎥⎥⎦ ; (6)

with numerator and denominator obtained respectively

from Eq. (3) and Eq. (4). This formula Eq. (6) is the main

result of this paper. It is based on the so-called use of ex-
pected values (see, e.g., section 4.2 of ref. [2]) variance

reduction technique.

3 Practical aspects of the new sampling
procedure

3.1 Implementation of the formula

The implementation of the Monte-Carlo evaluation of the

point-kernel formula using this sampling scheme is illus-

trated in Fig. 1 and follows Eqns. (3-4;6):

• Select a random point within the source volume - the

choice of a given point is just a choice of a given solid

angle;

• Compute the contribution to the scalar flux of this given

solid angle Eq. (4) and its marginal probability density

Eq. (3);

• Add the ratio of the two preceeding quantities to the cur-

rent scalar flux evaluation, and iterate in order to reach

the desired statistical precision.

One can notice that the implementation of this scheme is

easy to achieve in existing point-kernel codes: only one

additional surface has to be tracked (back) together with

the use of Eq. (6).

3.2 Efficiency of the proposed point-kernel formula

In this section, the efficiency of the proposed point-kernel

formula is illustrated through two test cases:

2Being a probability density, p̃ (Ω) has the property
�

p̃ (Ω) dΩ = 1.

One can also notice that Eq. (4) could be used (up to the 1
VS

factor) to

estimate the volume of a given cell by isotropically sampling Ω from

a given point (possibly within the volume for more efficiency, in which

case with sin = 0).

sin

sout

Detection point

Source

Straight line path of 
direction Ω

Random source point

source contribution for dir. Ω

Figure 1. Illustration of the proposed point-kernel formula: for

a given random source, contribution to the detection point comes

from the full source segment between sin and sout.

• a 1st test case with a constant geometry with a source of

varying density;

• a 2nd test case with a constant source material with sev-

eral geometric extensions.

The efficiency of the method is evaluated by comparing the

relative (statistical) error R of the proposed point-kernel

formulation and the standard one for the same number of

Monte-Carlo samples (100000).

3.2.1 1m3 cubic container filled with iron at several
densities

The model, a cubic meter filled with iron at several den-

sities is presented in Fig. 2. First, the proposed method

��������� 	����
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Figure 2. Test case #1: 1 m3 cube of varying iron density. The

detection point is located at 10 cm from the source volume.

is benchmarked for this test-case with iron at 8 g.cm-3

against the standard point-kernel formula implemented

in the same program, and is also benchmarked against

MCNP6 [3] in similar conditions (i.e. uncollided pho-

ton flux of a F5 tally with simple physics treatment and

energetic transport cut-off just below the considered ener-

gies). The results of the method comparison with respect
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to standard point-kernel formulation (including the MCNP

uncollided F5 evaluation) are presented in Table 1. A good

Table 1. Comparison of fluxes and relative errors of the

improved point-kernel formulation with respect to the standard

point-kernel method and MCNP. Number of Monte-Carlo

samples is 10 millions.

Eγ MCNP Standard Improved

MeV Φ err. Φ err. Φ err.

0.1 1.57 1.0% 1.53 1.0% 1.54 0.04%

0.15 2.91 0.7% 2.87 0.7% 2.87 0.04%

0.2 3.82 0.6% 3.77 0.6% 3.78 0.04%

0.3 4.92 0.6% 4.87 0.6% 4.87 0.04%

0.4 5.66 0.5% 5.60 0.5% 5.60 0.04%

0.5 6.27 0.5% 6.21 0.5% 6.21 0.04%

0.6 6.81 0.5% 6.74 0.5% 6.74 0.04%

0.8 7.77 0.4% 7.70 0.4% 7.70 0.04%

1 8.64 0.4% 8.58 0.4% 8.57 0.04%

1.5 10.6 0.4% 10.5 0.4% 10.5 0.04%

2 12.0 0.3% 12.0 0.3% 11.9 0.04%

matching between the three methods is achieved in terms

of fluxes (mean fluxes), and the small differences between

MCNP and our implementations are likely due to differ-

ent cross-sections and cross-section treatments. However,

whereas standard point-kernel evaluations (MCNP and our

implementation) have comparable relative errors, the rela-

tive error of the improved point-kernel formulation has, for

this test case, an improvement of approximately a factor of

ten.
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Figure 3. Evolution of the relative error with respect to the iron

density - dashed: standard formula, solid: improved formula.

We now focus on test case #1, with iron densities rang-

ing from 1 g.cm-3 to 8 g.cm-3. Relative errors obtained at

several energies for the standard point-kernel formulation

and for the improved one are shown in Fig. 3. This figure

shows that with the improved method :

i. the relative error is almost constant as a function of

the iron density whereas it increases in the standard

formulation case,

ii. the relative error is approximately the same for all

considered energies, ranging from 100k̃eV to 2M̃eV,

whereas it is not the case for the standard formulation,

iii. the relative error is always smaller than the one ob-

tained with the standard point-kernel formula, and

iv. best improvement of the proposed point-kernel for-

mulation occurs at low energies, where the standard

formulation is the less efficient.

3.2.2 n × n array of 1m3 cubic containers filled with
concrete of density 1.5 g.cm-3.

The model is presented in Fig. 4. The results of arrays
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Figure 4. Test case #2: n × n array of 1 m3 cubic containers

filled with concrete of density 1.5 g.cm-3. The detection point is

located at 10 cm from the source volume.
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Figure 5. Evolution of the relative error with respect to the num-

ber of containers - dashed: standard formula, solid: improved

formula.

of n = 1 to n = 8 are illustrated in Fig. 5. The latter

shows a similar trends for the relative error as compared

to the first test case. One difference, as compared to the

preceding test-case, is the fact that the relative error is not
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constant with respect to the size of the source, but slightly

increases. This dispersion increase is due to the geometri-

cal extension of the source.

4 Conclusion for the new sampling
procedure

To summarize our main findings:

• Based on the use of expected values, we derived a new

point-kernel formula by directly integrating all source

contributions of a given solid angle to the scalar flux;

• This formulation can easily be implemented into an ex-

isting point-kernel based code: as compared to stan-

dard Monte-Carlo point-kernel evaluations, a single ad-

ditional surface crossing has to be computed in the pro-

posed formulation;

• The improvements, in terms of variance reduction, are

particularly interesting for “ optically thick ” sources,

i.e. for very absorbing source materials or for extended

sources.

This technique has also the advantage not to depend on bi-

aising parameters or on a specific mesh that are often also

energy dependent, like in importance sampling. Finally, as

already stated previously, the current derivation has been

performed assuming a convex source volume. However,

When the source volume is not convex, the same formula,

without additional complexification, can still be applied.

Indeed, in such cases, it is sufficient, for a drawn random

source point, to compute the marginal probability density

and the contribution to the scalar flux not on the full inter-

section between the generated straight line and the source

volume (i.e. several disconnected segments), but only of

the (connected) segment that contains the drawn point.

5 Towards a new Monte-Carlo transport
process

The transport equation of an isotropic source reads:

[
Ω.∇r + μt (r, E)

]
φ (r, E,Ω) =

�
μs

(
r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)

φ
(
r, E′,Ω′

)
dE′dΩ′ +

S (r, E)

4π
, (7)

where μt and μs are the total and scattering macroscopic

cross-sections, S the source term, and whose left hand

side inversion can be done (for instance, on a bounded do-

main with zero entering flux) using the the integral opera-

tor T̂r,E,Ω [ ]:

T̂r,E,Ω [ ] ≡
∫
Γ

ds e−
∫
γ
μt(s′,E) ds′

[ ] (8)

where the integral domain Γ of s is ranging from 0 to

|rb − r|, with rb the zero incoming flux boundary in direc-

tion −Ω with respect to r (and where s′ is ranging from 0

to s). In order to simplify the notations, we now condense

the notations. One defines the scattering operator Ĉ:

Ĉr,E,Ω [ ] ≡
∫

dE′
�

dΩ′ μs
(
r, E′ → E,Ω′ → Ω)

[ ]

(9)

and, taking P ≡ r, E,Ω, the flux takes the following Neu-

mann series formulation:

φ (P) = T̂P

[ S
4π

]

+ T̂PĈP′→PT̂P′
[ S
4π

]

+ T̂PĈP′→PT̂P′ĈP′′→P′ T̂P′′
[ S
4π

]
+ ... (10)

Since T̂P

[
S
4π

]
is the (uncollided) flux, the preceeding form

Eq. (10) suggests that (i) the uncollided (directed) flux

ϕ (P) = T̂P

[
S
4π

]
can be taken, from Eq. (3), as the 0th or-

der quantity, and (ii) higher orders are built of successive

applications of T̂PĈP′→P applied to ϕ (P). This makes it

possible to compute the total scalar flux from Eq. (10):

Φ (r, E) =
�

dΩ { ϕ (P)

+ T̂PĈP′→Pϕ
(
P′

)
+ T̂PĈP′→PT̂P′ĈP′′→P′ϕ

(
P′′

)
+ ...} (11)

This formulation can serve as the basis of a new Monte-

Carlo sampling scheme in which a flux is transported in-

stead of a particle, and in which a contribution to the tally

is done at each collision, in the spirit of next-event esti-

mators (see e.g. Eq. (5.80) of [4]). The latter can take

advantage of the source line flux evaluation Eq. (3) for the

evaluation of the (directed) uncollided flux ϕ. Efforts are

currently being done in that direction.
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